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Let p be an odd prime and BZ/p the classifying space for the cyclic group Z/p. 
Conner and Floyd have conjectured that the natural map 
MU,(BZ/p) @MU, l l l @MU, MU,(BZ/p)+ V,(BZ/px we= x B 
is a monomorphism where MU,( ) denotes the complex bordism homology 
theory, and there are n-factors in both the tensor and Cartesian products. The 
purpose of this note is to prove this conjecture for rrl G 2(p - 1). 
If we denote by A, the annihilator ideal of the canonical element X v1 E 
MU, (X n B Z/p) and by B, the annihilator ideal of @ v1 E @h+W*(BZ/p), then 
it follows that A,, = B,, for y1 G 2(p - 1). In principle this reduces the conjecture of 
Conner and Floyd that 
A,, = (p, V2p-2, . . . , V2p”-‘-2) 
to a question of algebra for n s 2(p - 1). However this algebraic problem remains 
unsolved for n > 3. 
In this note we are concerned with an application of Holszager’s splitting [5]. 
CEZlP- (CBZlP)y*v (CBzlp)6p_, 
to complex cobordism theory (see also [4] for other applications). By exploiting the . 
“sparseness” of the cohomology of the factor spaces in Holszager’s splitting, an 
that of the coefficients of Brown-Peterson homology we are able to prove: 
osition 1. The natural map 
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puted and studied it would seem that 
ideal A ( X ,, rt) = A (@& r,) can be explicitly computed. 
Before taking up the proof of the Proposition 1 it is perhaps instructive to inquire 
if Holszager’s splitting has a cobordi eoretic interpretation, because after all, it 
can be desuspended after applying 
is defined by 
re to be bordism theoretically explained. To this 
e bordism algebra of free Z/p actions (Z/ 
anifolds. If Q! E Aut (Z/p) a new action on 
where cp 
kordism 
~0 :Z/px M- M 
fxi_m)-+q(a ’ \ t /, rni ), 
. . x M =+ M is the original action. This passes through the relation of 
to an action 
a:z/p-lx 
et 
the 
6p denote the p-adic in _egers. I am indebted to Gary Hamrick who pointed out 
following identity and its attendant consequences. 
,,[x ] there is the identity 
is a primitive 0, - I)-st root of unity. 
) is a finite abelian P-group it is p-complete and hence in a 
,-module. Let a E be a generator. From the action 
) 
- 
ere~ore for x E a3 
On ideals in 0 !-’ 
we see 
(T - Ej)(Xj) = $$ Tpi’ (T - t+)(x) 
i=I 
SO 
= -.m.i- T(TP-1 
P-1 
- l)(x) = 0 
T(q) = E j.tz 
and rhus every element of can be uniquely expresse 
b-adic) eigenvectors of T, giving us a decomposit& 
- 
into eigeaspaces of T, that is *(B Z/p) decompose 5 with respect to the action of 
Aut(Zjp) into the preceding direct sum. 
With the notations preceding 
that is, the suspension of 
is the decompositim of 
with respect ta Aut(Z/ 
zager ‘) s splitting. 
roof. From the preceding descussion it folilows that the map (T = C f) 
h, = 
used in the proof of [4; (l,l)] in this special case (i.e., I3 ) satisfies 
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throughout the remainder of the discussion. enote by P the rationals with 
denominators prim, to p. There is the rown-Peterson spec fgor the pi i me 
p, as constructed by C)ui ien [l] so that we have a commutative diagram of functors 
where E, is idempotent and moreover 
i running through a su t;ible index set. 
Lermma 5. The natural (localization) map 
*( t BW+BQ, 
is an isomorphism for n > 0. 
roof. This is immediate from the fact that 
is a finite abelian p group. 0 
q = I,2 ,..., p - 1, and note that 
Z/p, i = 2q mod 2(p - I), 
i(L,;z)- 
0, otherwise. 
Therefore the Thorn maps 
ectral sequence argu enee 
dimw,,(l, ) = 1, 
If W~Z choose classes tii E 2i (Lq), i =q mod - I), such that 
P, module. Hence there is a free resolution 
where FO, F, are zero in degrees noa congruent to 2q mod2(p - 1). 
Lemma 7. For any integer n 2 0 and any n -I- l-tupk 1 =G ql,. . . , q,+l s p - 1 there is 
an exact sequence 
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 6 and 13; Section 8.11. c3 
. Fsrns2(p-l),and lsql ,..., q,+p-1, themap 
i=l 
is a split monomorphism. 
roof. Let L i = S 2(p-1)-2qLg. By stability it su ces to prove the proposition with L,, 
replaced by L,‘,. Note that 
jP0mod2@ - 1) 
and there is a free resolution 
where (Fl)j, (Fo)j = 0 for j # 0 meld 2Cp - 1). It therefore rea 
that 
for ore f 
emark. For p - 2 the preceding reducer c to the even-o d argument used by 
andweber to prove 
is split monk. 
The spaces L& q = Ii;.*, p - 1 have the same additive cohomology, but 
different Steenrod algeblr+l structure, and hence different homotopy type. 
Corcrlllar:~ 9. For n d 20; - I), 9 s ql, . . . , qn s p, the map 
*&, I- . lG* ( ,4, L) 
and !Ienc’z also the ma!), 
are split manic. 
f. Since I ( A L,,) is a finite abelisn p-group localization 
result is immediate from Proposition 8 aqs! @illen’s splitting. 
is also iso and the 
cl 
exposition 1. Observe ihat the desired conclusion is stable and so it 
suffices to prove 
is split manic. The result now follows from the Holszager’s splitting and Corollary 
9. •I 
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